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The rate of oxygen ion jumps in a solid oxide depends not only on the activation energy but
also on the pre-exponential factor of diffusion. In order to allow a fully ab initio prediction of the
oxygen ion conductivity in pure and samarium doped ceria we calculated the attempt frequency
for an oxygen ion jump from first principles combining DFT+U, NEB, phonon calculations and the
transition state theory. Different definitions of the jump attempt frequency are presented. The
equivalence of the Eyring and the Vineyard method is shown without restriction to the Gamma
point. Convergence checks of the phonon mesh reveal that the common reduction to the Gamma
point is not sufficient to calculate the attempt frequency. Calculations of Sm doped ceria revealed
an increase of the prefactor. The attempt frequency for the constant pressure case in quasi-
harmonic approximation is larger than the attempt frequency at constant volume in harmonic
approximation. The calculated electronic energies, enthalpies and entropies of migration are in
agreement with experimental diffusion coefficients and activation energies.

1 Introduction
The increasing use of renewable energy sources like wind and
solar power highlights the importance of energy conversion and
storage. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) provide high energy con-
version efficiency and excellent fuel flexibility and are therefore
a promising candidate for future energy applications. For good
performance, an electrolyte with high oxygen ion conductivity is
required. Potential materials are fluorite-structured oxides, such
as doped zirconia (ZrO2) and doped ceria (CeO2), the latter fa-
vorably allowing a reduction of the operating temperature from
900 ◦C to 600 ◦C. Pure cerium oxide itself is not a good ionic
conductor.1 In contrast doping with lower valent oxides like rare-
earth oxides creates oxygen vacancies which results in a signif-
icant increase in oxygen ion conductivity. In particular, doping
with samarium oxide (Sm2O3) leads to high conductivities as re-
vealed by impedance spectroscopy experiments.2

The ionic conductivity σi of the oxygen ions (i =O2−) or vacan-
cies (i = V••O ) is proportional to their squared charge z2

i e2, con-
centration ni and mechanical mobility bi (Eq. 1). The mobility
is related to the diffusion coefficient Di by the classical Einstein
relation for non-interacting defects with the Boltzmann constant
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kB and the absolute temperature T .† Both diffusion coefficients
(DO2− and DV••O ) depend on the weighted mean jump rate of all
oxygen ions (ΓO2−) or vacancies (ΓV••O ) to one nearest neighbor
site. In this work, jumps to other lattice sites are neglected ac-
cording to Nakayama and Martin.4 In Eq. 1 l is the jump distance
and γ is the geometrical factor, which includes the number of
jump sites np and the dimension of diffusion d and is γ =

np
2d = 1

in a primitive cubic lattice, e.g. the oxygen sublattice in ceria.5,6

The jump rate can be described by an Arrhenius equation (Eq. 2)
with the activation enthalpy at constant pressure ∆Ha (p,T ). The
activation enthalpy describes the experimentally determined de-
pendence of the diffusion coefficient on temperature and can be
calculated from the slope of a plot lnΓi versus 1/T .

σi = ni·z2
i e2·bi, where bi =

Di

kBT
and Di = γl2·Γi. (1)

Γi (p,T ) = νexp,i (p,T ) ·e−
∆Ha(p,T )

kBT (2)

Therefore, the pre-exponential factor for diffusion D0,i =

γl2·νexp,i (p,T ) depends on the frequency νexp,i (p,T ). The latter
can be interpreted as mean experimental attempt frequency of all
oxygen vacancies or oxygen ions to jump to one nearest neigh-
bor site at constant pressure. It should be noted that several
definitions of the term ‘attempt frequency’ exist, which will be
discussed in section 2. Naturally, deviations in the activation en-

† For high defect concentrations an ‘exact Nernst-Einstein’ relation using the chemical
potential can be applied. 3
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thalpy, which appears in the exponential term, possess a stronger
influence on the jump rate than deviations in the attempt fre-
quency.

The conductivity of an oxygen ion conductor (Eq. 1) can be
defined for both oxygen ions and vacancies whereat both conduc-
tivities are equal in value. Likewise, the absolute value of the
oxygen ions charge is equal to the Kröger-Vink charge of the oxy-
gen vacancies. Therefore, the diffusion coefficients of ions DO2−

and vacancies DV••O differ according to

DO2− =
nV••O
nO2−

DV••O , (3)

with the concentration of oxygen ions nO2− and oxygen vacancies
nV••O (cf. ‘jump balance’). The same applies to the mean jump
rate Γi and the mean attempt frequency νexp,i (p,T ). In a pure
ceria crystal with isolated defects, all oxygen vacancies have the
same attempt frequency νexp,V••O = νexp,V••O where νexp,V••O is the at-
tempt frequency for the jump of one individual oxygen ion to a
vacant lattice site. This is the elementary frequency for a jump
process where both the jumping oxygen vacancy and the jumping
oxygen ion have the same jump attempt frequency and which is
calculated in this work. In the transition state theory, attempt fre-
quencies of individual defects are calculated. Since oxygen ions
can only jump when a neighboring vacancy exists, the mean at-
tempt frequency of all oxygen ions νexp,O2− depends on the frac-
tion of oxygen vacancies. We assume that the attempt frequency
of an oxygen vacancy νexp,V••O is not influenced by other vacancies.
Therefore, the attempt frequency and the diffusion coefficient of
the oxygen ions increase with increasing oxygen vacancy fraction
according to Eq. 3.

In doped ceria, a variety of ionic configurations occurs, which
leads to a variety of jump environments and possibly different
local attempt frequencies. As a macroscopic property, the mean
experimental attempt frequency νexp,i (p,T ) is influenced by all
local attempt frequencies that affect the diffusion.

The ionic conductivity in ceria can be simulated by means of
molecular dynamics (MD) using pair potentials7–12 or by kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations (KMC) using empirical13 or ab initio cal-
culations4,14–17 for the activation barrier (migration energy) for
each occurring jump. In all these KMC studies ‘a typical value’
(mostly 1013 s−1) for the attempt frequency for all ionic configu-
rations was applied. For praseodymium doped ceria, Dholabhai
et al. calculated the attempt frequency by means of density func-
tional theory with an Hubbard U parameter (DFT+U) resulting in
5 ·1012 s−1 for one of many possible ionic configurations.18 How-
ever, a Vineyard approximation was applied considering only the
Gamma point. As mentioned before, it was assumed that the
attempt frequency is constant for different configurations. At-
tempt frequencies for different ionic configurations are rarely cal-
culated. Tarancón et al. used classical molecular dynamics (MD)
to indirectly calculate attempt frequencies for Ce0.92Gd0.08O1.96

resulting in (5.4±0.3) ·1012 s−1 for jumps through an edge formed
either by two host cations (Ce-Ce edge, see Fig. 1) or one dopant
and one host cation (Ce-Gd edge).10

In order to allow a fully ab initio prediction of the oxygen ion

Fig. 1 Possible migration edge configurations in samarium doped ce-
ria. Ce-Ce edge (left), Ce-Sm edge (middle) and Sm-Sm edge (right).
Cerium ions (green), samarium ions (blue), oxygen ions (red spheres)
and oxygen vacancies (red boxes).

conductivity, in this work we calculated the attempt frequencies
for oxygen ion jumps in pure and doped ceria for different config-
urations from first principles combining DFT, the nudged elastic
band method (NEB) and phonon calculations.

The migration of oxygen vacancies in fluorite structured ceria
is considered between adjacent tetrahedral oxygen sites4 in (100)
direction with the experimental jump distance l = 2.7055 Å given
by half of the unit cell length.19 Along this migration pathway
two cations form a ‘migration edge’. In pure CeO2, only cerium
ions are at the migration edge, while doping with samarium oxide
leads to configurations with one or two Sm ions at the migration
edge (see Fig. 1). Jumps through a Ce-Ce, Ce-Sm or Sm-Sm edge
were explicitly calculated in this work. For KMC simulations, the
migration energies and the attempt frequencies must be known
for all occurring configurations containing multiple Sm dopants
and oxygen vacancies at various positions. The migration ener-
gies of all possible configurations can be calculated combining
three explicit migration edge energies with association energies
between the migrating oxygen vacancy and the other adjacent
defects according to a pair interaction model proposed earlier.20

The attempt frequencies of the three edge configurations are as-
sumed to be representative for all possible migration configura-
tions.

It is known that under oxygen poor conditions ceria can be re-
duced leading to the formation of polarons21,22 and a number
of theoretical studies has been dedicated to this subject.17,23–27

However, we restrict our simulations to conditions were the num-
ber of polarons is much smaller than the dopant level and can
thus be neglected.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce
the transition state theory according to Eyring and Vineyard and
show the equivalence of their results without restriction to the
Gamma point. In section 3, computational details according to
the general computational setup and the phonon calculations are
described. In section 4, we present our results for the attempt fre-
quency in pure ceria depending on the phonon mesh and the in-
fluence of doping with samarium as well. The calculated attempt
frequencies for constant volume are transformed to constant pres-
sure. Finally, we compare the calculations with experiments. In
section 5, we give a short summary.

2 Theory
2.1 Historical developments concerning the rate constant
Reaction rate theory was majorly influenced by Arrhenius,28

Trautz and Lewis,29,30 Eyring31 and Vineyard.32 The Arrhenius
equation28 (Eq. 2), originally formulated in 1889 for the temper-
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ature dependent rate constant of a chemical reaction, assumes
that a minimum amount of activation energy at constant volume
(or enthalpy at constant pressure) is necessary to transform re-
actants into products. Thus, the reaction rate is proportional to
the product of a pre-exponential factor and the probability an ac-
tivated state occurs. While Arrhenius assumed a constant prefac-
tor, about 25 years later, Max Trautz and William Lewis29,30 pro-
posed a minor temperature dependence of the pre-exponential
factor. According to their collision theory, a reaction occurs if
the kinetic energy along the line-of-centers at contact exceeds a
specific value.33 However, other degrees of freedom can also con-
tribute to the formation of the activated state,34 and discrepan-
cies between theoretical and experimental results were observed.

2.2 Transition state theory according to Eyring
In the year 1935 Eyring31 published an essential contribution
to the transition state theory or absolute-rate theory. He pro-
posed between initial state (IS) and transition state (TS) a quasi-
equilibrium IS ⇀↽ TS. The corresponding equilibrium constant is
K = cTS/cIS where cTS and cIS are the concentrations of the re-
actants in both respective states. Once the transition state con-
figuration is reached, every complex decomposes to the product
(P) with the decomposition frequency νd, IS ⇀↽ TS

νd→ P. Then, the
reaction rate for the formation of the product P can be written as

reaction rate = νdcTS = νdK︸︷︷︸
k

cIS. (4)

Here k is the reaction rate constant. A transmission factor κ ≤ 1
could be included in Eq. 4 to account for ‘return jumps’, though
it cannot be evaluated in the frame of the transition state theory.‡

Hence, the classical transition state theory is an upper bound to
the true reaction rate.41

The equilibrium constant K in Eq. 4 can be expressed by the
partition functions of the initial state ZIS and the transition state
ZTS.42 Both of them can be written as a product of an electronic
partition function Zel and a vibrational partition function Zvib as-
suming no coupling between vibrational and electronic excitation
(Eq. 5). For temperatures far below the Fermi temperature, the
electronic partition function is primarily determined by the elec-
tronic ground state. Therefore, the ratio of the electronic partition

functions results in exp
(
−∆E0

el
kBT

)
where ∆E0

el is the electronic en-

ergy difference between the activated complex and the reactants
for temperatures far below the Fermi temperature. This quantity
is typically obtained in ab initio calculations at absolute zero.

K =
ZTS

ZIS
=

ZTS,vib

ZIS,vib

ZTS,el

ZIS,el
=

ZTS,vib

ZIS,vib
e−

∆E0
el

kBT (5)

Until now, all transition state related properties like the concen-
trations cTS, the equilibrium constant K, and the vibrational parti-
tion function ZTS,vib contained the decomposition vibration. How-
ever, the vibrational mode, which corresponds to the decomposi-

‡A ‘return jumps’ rate is taken into account by the Kramers approach, 35 and the
short-memory augmented-rate theory (SM-ART) framework of Toller et al. 34,36–40
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Fig. 2 Sketch of the electronic energy profile for an oxygen jump in pure
ceria according to Eq. 7.

tion vibration, has to be excluded from these properties for the
calculation of the free energy. Therefore, the partition function
for the critical vibration can be separated from the vibrational
partition function according to ZTS,vib = kBT

hνd
Z
′

TS,vib.§ Here, Z
′

TS,vib
is the vibrational partition function for all normal coordinates ex-
cept the decomposition vibration, similar to a modified equilib-
rium constant K

′
= c

′

TS/cIS = (hνd)/(kBT )K. Therefore, the tran-
sition state partition function Z

′

TS,vib has one degree of freedom
less than the initial state partition function ZIS,vib. The final ex-
pression for the reaction rate constant is

k =
kBT

h

Z
′

TS,vib

ZIS,vib
e−

∆E0
el

kBT . (6)

Equation 6 can be applied to the diffusion process as follows: The
migration of an oxygen ion O×O from a lattice site 2 to a lattice
site 1 can be described by the following quasi-chemical reaction:

V••O1 +O×O2
⇀↽ V••O1 +O

′′

TS +V••O2→ O×O1 +V••O2. (7)

In the initial state (IS), the oxygen ion occupies lattice site 2,
while the oxygen vacancy occupies a neighboring lattice site 1. In
the transition state (TS), the oxygen ion is located on the saddle
point between both empty lattice sites 1 and 2. Finally, in the
product state P, the oxygen ion occupies lattice site 1 and the va-
cancy occupies lattice site 2. The corresponding electronic energy
profile is shown in Fig. 2. Comparing Eqs. 7 and 4 indicates that
the jump rate Γ for this elementary site exchange process corre-
sponds to the reaction rate constant k discussed before.

§ The decomposition vibration can be described as classical harmonic oscillator where
the weighted number of states consists of the kinetic and potential energy weighted
by the Boltzmann factor, integrated over phase space and ‘arbitrarily’ divided by the
Planck constant. This is similar to a quantum harmonic oscillator without zero point
energy and in high temperature limit (kBT � hνd). Instead of describing the decom-
position motion as a vibration, a translational degree of freedom can be used. Then,
the reaction rate can be defined as product of the concentration of the transition
state cTS, the translational partition function for the particle in an one-dimensional

box Ztranslational =

√
2πmkBT

h δ with the box length δ and the effective mass associ-
ated with the translation along the reaction coordinate m. This modified transition
state concentration is multiplied with the mean velocity given by an one-dimensional

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution v =
√

kBT
2πm and the inverse box length 1/δ . 34,42–44
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The partition functions Z
′

TS,vib and ZIS,vib in Eq. 6 can be de-
scribed by means of the quantum harmonic oscillator excluding
the decomposition frequency (see next subsection). For a system
at constant volume, both partition functions correlate with the
free energy F according to F (V,T ) = −kBT lnZ (V,T ). Introduc-
ing the vibrational free energy difference of initial and transition
state, ∆Fvib = Fvib,TS −Fvib,IS, finally the Eyring formula for the
jump rate at constant volume (Eq. 8) is obtained.

Γ(V,T ) =
kBT

h
e−

∆Fvib(V,T )
kBT︸ ︷︷ ︸

ν0(V,T )

e−
∆E0

el(V )

kBT (8)

Similar to the Arrhenius equation (Eq. 2), the Eyring formula
(Eq. 8) is a product of an attempt frequency, here ν0 (V,T ), and
an exponential term containing the electronic energy difference,
∆E0

el (V ), whereat the latter is temperature independent. The def-
inition of the attempt frequency according to Eyring in Eq. 8 is
commonly used in literature since ν0 (V,T ) is independent of tem-
perature at high temperatures (see section 4) and can be easily
used in combination with the electronic energy difference ∆E0

el
which is the standard result for ab initio calculations.

In addition, the total free energy difference between transition
state and initial state can be used, again, with the assumption of
no excited electronic states for temperatures far below the Fermi
temperature

∆F = ∆E0
el +∆Evib−T ∆Svib︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆Fvib

, (9)

where ∆Evib is the vibrational energy difference and ∆Svib the en-
tropy difference of initial and transition state. Thus, Eq. 8 can be
written as

Γ(V,T ) =
kBT

h
e−

∆F(V,T )
kBT

=
kBT

h
e

∆Svib(V,T )
kB e−

∆Evib(V,T )
kBT︸ ︷︷ ︸

ν0(V,T )

e−
∆E0

el(V )

kBT . (10)

Until now, we assumed that the volume of the solid is constant
during the migration, while experiments are usually performed at
a constant pressure of p = 1 bar. This leads to a change in volume
during the jump of the oxygen ion from the initial to the tran-
sition state, which is limited as atomic displacements in a solid
proceed with the speed of sound.45–47 Nevertheless, the attempt
frequency can be calculated at constant pressure. Similar to Eqs. 4
and 6 the reaction rate is

reaction rate = νd
kBT
hνd

c
′

TS︸ ︷︷ ︸
cTS

= νd
kBT
hνd

K
′

︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

cIS. (11)

Therefore, the activated states with the concentration cTS decom-
pose to the product with the unknown decomposition frequency
νd, while for the modified concentration c

′

TS the prefactor kBT/h
is e.g. 1.9 ·1013 s−1 at 900 K. Using the change in standard Gibbs
free energy between transition and initial state ∆G = −kBT lnK

′

according to the Van’t Hoff isotherm results in the jump rate:44,48

Γ(p,T ) =
kBT

h
e−

∆G(p,T )
kBT =

kBT
h

e
∆Svib(p,T )

kB︸ ︷︷ ︸
νs(p,T )

e−
∆H(p,T )

kBT , (12)

with the Gibbs free energy difference ∆G = ∆H−T ∆Svib while as-
suming no change in the electronic entropy. Here, all thermo-
dynamic quantities are in standard state i.e. their pure form at
1 bar. Of course, this derivation can also be used for the constant
volume case. The enthalpy of migration at constant pressure is
∆H = ∆E0

el +∆Evib + p∆V . In this work, the electronic energy dif-
ference ∆E0

el, the attempt frequency ν0 (p,T ), the vibrational en-
ergy difference ∆Evib and the migration volume ∆V are calculated
for a system at zero pressure (see section 4) which is a good ap-
proximation for p = 1 bar. The resulting pressure-volume work of
migration p∆V with p = 1 bar is rather small (about 10−6 eV) and
will be neglected here:41

Γ(p,T ) =
kBT

h
e

∆Svib(p,T )
kB e−

∆Evib(p,T )
kBT︸ ︷︷ ︸

ν0(p,T )

e−
∆E0

el(p)
kBT . (13)

While theoretical calculations use the enthalpy of migration ∆H
to calculate the jump rate according to Eq. 12, experimental mea-
surements rely on the activation enthalpy ∆Ha (Eq. 2). Using the
definition of the activation enthalpy ∆Ha = kBT 2 (∂ lnΓ(p,T )/∂T )
according to Eq. 2 in Eq. 12, the relation between both energies
can be formulated by ∆Ha = ∆H + kBT leading to

Γ(p,T ) =
kBT

h
e

∆Svib(p,T )
kB e1︸ ︷︷ ︸

νexp,V••O
(p,T )

e−
∆Ha(p,T )

kBT . (14)

In theoretical calculations, the attempt frequency ν0 (p,T ) accord-
ing to the Eyring theory is combined with the electronic energy
difference at zero temperature ∆E0

el (p,T ) to calculate the reaction
rate (Eq. 13). In experiments, the measured quantities are the
experimental attempt frequency νexp,V••O (p,T ) and the activation
enthalpy ∆Ha (p,T ) (Eq. 14). Therefore, both equations cannot be
directly compared, in general. However, for ceria and Sm doped
ceria the vibrational energy ∆Evib is calculated in this work to be
approximately −kBT at high temperature. This corresponds ex-
actly to the value of the missing vibrational degree of freedom of
the transition state that consists of kinetic and potential energy.
As a result, calculated attempt frequencies ν0 (p,T ) and exper-
imental attempt frequencies νexp,V••O (p,T ) can be directly com-
pared. In conductivity and diffusion experiments, only a macro-
scopic attempt frequency νexp,V••O (p,T ) and activation enthalpy
can be extracted. Hence, calculated and experimental attempt
frequencies can only be directly compared according to Eq. 2 if
all jump environments are equivalent.

The attempt frequency is commonly assumed to be ‘a typical
value’ in the range of 1012 – 1013 s−1.5,49,50 This is based on the
assumption that the vibrational partition functions of initial and
activated state in Eyring’s formula (Eq. 6) are similar41 resulting
in the frequency kBT/h that is 6.2 ·1012 s−1 at room temperature
and 1.9 ·1013 s−1 at 900 K.
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2.3 Transition state theory according to Vineyard

Vineyard32 adapted Eyring’s concept to the movement of defects
in solids in 1957. Even though only one atom jumps in the ele-
mentary process, the movement of defects is essentially a many-
body process since the migrating defect interacts with neighbor-
ing atoms. The absolute rate theory is in its general form already
a many-body process; however, most authors had oversimplified
solid state processes to one-body models or assumed that all sur-
rounding atoms are fixed. Vineyard avoided these reductions. A
hyper-surface is defined, which passes through the transition state
and is orthogonal to contours of equal potential energy separat-
ing the initial and the final jump position. The jump rate is given
by the ratio of representative points on one side of the hyper-
surface to the number of points crossing the hyper-surface from
just this site. Any representative point of the system that reaches
the hyper-surface with finite velocity will unavoidably cross to
the product site. This corresponds to the transition state in the
Eyring theory, which always decomposes to the product. Using
the theory of small vibrations, a high-temperature approximation
and a reduction to the Gamma Point, the attempt frequency can
be calculated by the Vineyard formula

ν0 =

N
∏
i

νi

N−1
∏
j

ν j

, (15)

where νi and ν j are the normal frequencies for vibration in
the initial and transition state at the Gamma point, respectively.
Thereby, the product for the initial state features one additional
normal frequency compared to the transition state product. Lim-
itations of the Vineyard theory were illustrated by Bennett51,52

and Da Fano et al.53 A similar solution to the Vineyard method
was formulated by Rice in 1985.54–56 Further historical devel-
opments include various modifications to account for quantum
effects during hydrogen diffusion.57–60

2.4 Equivalence of the Eyring and Vineyard theory

Many authors refer to the equivalence of the Eyring and the Vine-
yard method in the harmonic approximation at high tempera-
ture in case only phonons at the Gamma point are considered
in both methods.5,61,62 Indeed many groups calculate phonon
modes for the Gamma point only63–65 unless thermodynamic
properties derived from the phonon dispersion on the whole re-
ciprocal lattice grid are of special interest.63,64,66–69 According
to this, the vibrational free energy is sometimes calculated for
several phonon wave vectors q (q-point mesh),5,70–73 extending
the Eyring method to the full Brillouin zone. In fact, also the
Vineyard method can be applied to a phonon mesh with several
wave vectors, but this possibility is only mentioned by Fedorov
and Sadreev.74 To our knowledge, there is no example in liter-
ature in which the equivalence of the Eyring and the Vineyard
method is shown without restriction to the Gamma point. For
this reason, we will describe this derivation in the following.

The canonical partition function for M discrete wave vectors

with the index q is defined as

Zvib =
M

∏
q

(
N

∏
i

∑
n

e−
Eq,i,n
kBT

) 1
M

, (16)

where the N phonon bands, equivalent to the degrees of free-
dom, have the index i and the microstates have the index n.¶

For the vibrational partition function, the harmonic approxima-
tion and therewith the energy eigenvalues Eq,i,n = hνq,i(1/2+ n)
of the quantum harmonic oscillator with its frequency νq,i can be
used (see also Maradudin75 and Wimmer et al.62). The vibra-
tional energy Fvib can be calculated from the partition function
Fvib =−kBT lnZvib resulting in

Fvib = ∑
q,i

{
hνq,i

2M
+

kBT
M

ln
[

1−exp
(
−hνq,i

kBT

)]}

=
kBT
M ∑

q,i
ln
(

2sinh
hνq,i

2kBT

)
. (17)

Here ∑q,i hνq,i/2M is independent of temperature and can be re-
garded as zero point energy correction to the energy barrier ∆E0

el.
The attempt frequency can be calculated corresponding to the
Eyring theory (Eq. 8):

ν0 =
kBT

h

M
∏
q

N
∏
i

(
2sinh hνq,i

2kBT

) 1
M

M
∏
m

N−1
∏
j

(
2sinh hνm, j

2kBT

) 1
M

≈ kBT
h

M
∏
q

N
∏
i

(
1− e−

hνq,i
kBT

) 1
M

M
∏
m

N−1
∏
j

(
1− e−

hνm, j
kBT

) 1
M

. (18)

The indices i (phonon band) and q (wave vector) for the initial
state correspond to the indices j and m for the transition state.
The transition state has one degree of freedom less than the ini-
tial state. For the last part in Eq. 18, which is given for compari-
son with literature, it is assumed that the difference in zero point
energy can be neglected, which might be valid at high tempera-
ture.76

As a further approach that is often performed in literature, the
Taylor expansion of the hyperbolic sine can be simplified for high
temperatures (see Eq. 19) to sinhx ≈ x. Equation 19 is often re-
ferred to as the classical limit77 of the vibrational free energy of
the ‘quantum mechanical’ vibrational free energy in Eq. 17.

Fvib =
kBT
M ∑

q,i
ln
(

hνq,i

kBT

)
(19)

¶The partition function is calculated as geometric mean for all discrete wave vectors,
just as the arithmetic mean of all wave vectors would be used for the phonon density
of states to satisfy its normalization condition.
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Inserting Eq. 19 in the Eyring formula (Eq. 8) leads to

ν0 =

M
∏
q

N
∏
i

νq,i
1
M

M
∏
m

N−1
∏
j

νm, j
1
M

. (20)

The resulting attempt frequency (Eq. 20) allows the general use
of the classical Vineyard method for high temperatures and any
phonon mesh. If only the Gamma point is considered (M = 1),
the classical Vineyard formula (Eq. 15) is obtained.

3 Computational details

All calculations were performed by means of density functional
theory within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) ac-
cording to Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof78 (PBE) and the projec-
tor augmented-wave method79 (PAW) using the Vienna Ab ini-
tio Simulation Package (VASP).80,81 Plane waves with an energy
cutoff of 500 eV and a 2×2×2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh for
the simulation cell constructed from 16 unit cells were applied
according to an earlier publication.17 The convergence parame-
ters for electronic and ionic relaxation were set to 10−8 eV and
10−4 eV/Å, respectively, to guarantee a sufficient accuracy of the
calculated forces. The 5s25p66s25d14f1 electrons of the cerium
atoms, the 5s25p66s25d1 electrons of the samarium atoms and
the 2s22p4 electrons of the oxygen atoms were treated as valence
electrons. A Hubbard U parameter was introduced to account for
the localization of strongly correlated electrons by the rotational
invariant approach.82 A value of 5 eV for the 4f-orbitals of cerium
was chosen according to earlier studies.17,20,26,83,84 For all defec-
tive cells, the total number of electrons in the cell was adapted
to reproduce the actual charge state of the different defects, e.g.
(Ce64O127)

2+ for a simulation cell containing one oxygen vacancy.

The nudged elastic band method85,86 (NEB) was applied to
investigate the transition states and the minimum energy path-
ways. One ionic configuration for the saddle point configuration
(‘image’) was interpolated from the initial and final state of the
migration process. Tests with more than one intermediate im-
age between the initial and final configuration of the migration
showed no differences in the migration energies. The same is true
for tests using the climbing image nudged elastic band method87

(CI-NEB). The internal atomic positions in the cell were relaxed
without changing the lattice parameter.

The phonon frequencies at constant volume were calculated
using the finite difference method introduced by Parlinski et al.88

with the commercial software MedeA. All investigated structures
were relaxed according to the parameters given above. Start-
ing from these structures, cells with atomic displacements of
±0.005 Å were created automatically. For all created cells the elec-
tronic ground state was calculated and the Hellmann-Feynman
forces acting on the ions were used to build the force constant
matrix. After Fourier transformation, the diagonalization of the
dynamical matrix yielded the phonon frequencies at different q-
points. No longitudinal/transverse optical splitting (LO/TO) was
applied according to Grieshammer et al.17
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Fig. 3 Phonon dispersions of the initial state V••O1 −O×O2 (left, space
group P4m2) and the transition state V••O1−O

′′
TS−V••O2 (right, space group

Pmmm) in ceria according to Eq. 7.

4 Results and discussion
Phonon dispersions for the initial and the transition state of the
migration (see Eq. 7) showed minor contributions of imaginary
frequencies at some q-points in the vicinity of the Gamma point
that had to be taken into account (see Fig. 3, imaginary frequen-
cies are shown as negative frequencies). The number of imagi-
nary acoustic branches varies between initial and transition state.
For this reason, occurring imaginary parts were disregarded sym-
metrically in initial and transition state as the resulting error is
assumed to be small. In general, imaginary frequencies suggest
an unstable structure leading to deformations along the associ-
ated phonon wave vectors. However, for some q-point samplings
the occurring imaginary frequencies may be caused by non-cubic
supercells, or, as shown by Grabowski et al.,69,89 not fully con-
verged parameters. The latter can probably be neglected since
the results by Grabowski et al. suggest that our k-point mesh and
supercell size are converged.69,90 Furthermore, the supercell vol-
ume was doubled compared to previous phonon calculations.17

Figure 4 shows the vibrational free energy difference ∆Fvib and
its components, the vibrational energy difference ∆Evib and en-
tropy difference of initial and transition state ∆Svib, according to
Eq. 9 in ceria in harmonic approximation for a 6× 6× 6 phonon
mesh. As previously mentioned, the vibrational energy difference
is similar to−kBT as it differs less than 5% for temperatures above
900 K.

4.1 Pure ceria: Influence of the phonon mesh
The attempt frequency was calculated using the Eyring method31

(Eq. 8) with Eq. 17 and our generalized Vineyard32 method
(Eq. 20) with different q-point mesh sizes. The attempt frequency
rises to a plateau with increasing temperature (Fig. 5). Above
600 K both the Eyring and the generalized Vineyard method lead
to similar attempt frequencies as predicted by theory. At 0 K the
free vibrational energy difference between initial and transition
state is 0.007 eV. Some authors move this zero point energy con-
tribution of the attempt frequency (ZPE) to the migration energy
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Fig. 4 Vibrational free energy difference ∆Fvib, vibrational energy differ-
ence ∆Evib and entropy difference ∆Svib of initial and transition state in
ceria in harmonic approximation for a 6× 6× 6 phonon mesh. For com-
parison −kBT is shown which is similar to ∆Evib.

leading to another definition of the attempt frequency, which is
larger especially at low temperatures.5,76,91,92 For the calcula-
tion of the phonon dispersion, an equidistantly spaced q-point
mesh of dimensions between 1× 1× 1 and 6× 6× 6 was applied
to sample the phonon dispersion, since the number of all possible
discrete wave vectors is too large (Eq. 16). It can be clearly seen
that the common reduction to the Gamma point (1×1×1) is not
sufficient to calculate the attempt frequency. The convergence of
the phonon mesh is reached only above 64 q-points correspond-
ing to a 4× 4× 4 grid. The resulting attempt frequency in pure
ceria 1.5 · 1012 s−1 is in the range of the usually assumed values
(1012−1013 s−1).

4.2 Sm doped ceria
The influence of doping with Sm on the attempt frequency was
investigated. Therefore, one or two samarium dopants were in-
troduced at the migration edge (see Fig. 1) between two edge-
sharing tetrahedra. A convergence of the resulting attempt fre-
quencies as a function of the used phonon mesh was observed,
similar to pure ceria, while the approximation of the attempt fre-
quency based on Gamma point calculations was even worse. All
further results correspond to the 6× 6× 6 phonon mesh. Sur-
prisingly one samarium dopant does not influence the attempt
frequency whereas two samarium dopants increase the attempt
frequency by a factor of three (Table 1). The increase in attempt
frequency for the Sm-Sm edge compared to pure ceria is expected
due to the higher activation barrier and steeper electronic energy
curvature. For the Ce-Sm edge, the migrating oxygen ion deviates
from the direct, straight path found for the Ce-Ce and the Sm-Sm
edge between initial and final position. The migrating oxygen ion
follows a curved path by avoiding the steeper electronic energy
curvature and a high attempt frequency. Surprisingly, this leads
to similar attempt frequencies for one Sm dopant and pure ce-
ria. The resulting attempt frequencies for the Ce-Ce and Ce-Sm
edge are in agreement with literature in which a constant attempt
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Fig. 5 Oxygen vacancy attempt frequency ν0 in ceria in harmonic ap-
proximation for different phonon mesh sizes. Lines are calculated us-
ing the Eyring method, squares are the results of the generalized Vine-
yard formula. The dashed line shows the result according to the Eyring
method without zero point energy (ZPE).

Table 1 Electronic migration energies for different migration configura-
tions, distances of the edge cations in the initial and the transition state
and oxygen vacancy attempt frequencies ν0 (V,T ) (Vineyard) at constant
volume (V = const.)

migration dIS dTS dTS−dIS ∆E0
el (V,T ) ν0 (V,T )

edge (Å) (Å) (Å) (eV) (s−1)
Ce-Ce 4.148 4.267 0.119 0.587 1.47 ·1012

Ce-Sm 4.142 4.268 0.126 0.759 1.49 ·1012

Sm-Sm 4.141 4.280 0.139 1.166 4.30 ·1012

frequency for different configurations is either assumed18 or cal-
culated for both the Ce-Ce and Ce-Gd edge.10 Here, Tarancón et
al. did not consider the Gd-Gd edge due to “the negligible impact
on the final diffusion properties”.

A key property for the interaction between the edge cations and
the migrating oxygen ion are the distances of the edge cations in
the transition state dTS and the initial state dIS (see Table 1). The
migration energies ∆E0

el of the different edge configurations de-
pend linearly on the difference of the distances of the edge cations
between transition and initial state, dTS− dIS. Simply described,
the cations at the edge must be pushed apart during an oxygen
ion jump. This leads to a linear relationship between the widen-
ing of the edge cations and the migration energy. Likewise, the
attempt frequency is majorly influenced by the edge cation dis-
tance in the transition state dTS. For the Ce-Ce and Ce-Sm edge
ν0 and dTS are similar, respectively. Both values increase signifi-
cantly for the Sm-Sm edge.

For further investigation and in consideration of the very time-
consuming phonon calculations, the attempt frequency could be
described in a simple approximation by displacing the migrating
oxygen ion in the initial state. Using the classical harmonic os-
cillator with the displacement x and the electronic energy E0

el =
1
2 kx2 + E0

el,x=0 the attempt frequency can be calculated accord-

ing to ν0 =

√
k/m

2π
with the mass m of the migrating oxygen ion.
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In this simplified case, it is assumed that all neighboring atoms
are frozen similar to the Einstein model (one body problem), a
classical model can be used and only the initial state has an in-
fluence on the attempt frequency. This simple static displacement
model leads to similar attempt frequencies for all three edge con-
figurations (Fig. 1) with a slight increase for more Sm dopants
from 8.42 · 1012 to 9.74 · 1012 s−1 (see Fig. 6). Analogous bulk
calculations without any oxygen vacancy lead to a frequency of
11 ·1012 s−1. The attempt frequencies according to the static dis-
placement model are higher than the values from the phonon
calculations indicating a hard potential around the initial state.
As described, the phonon calculations revealed an exceptionally
high attempt frequency for the Sm-Sm edge. This deviation from
the static displacement result indicates a strong influence of the
neighboring atoms for the Sm-Sm edge as established above.

4.3 Attempt frequency at constant pressure in quasi-
harmonic approximation

All phonon calculations were performed isochoric, i.e. for a con-
stant volume that was derived for bulk ceria at the absolute zero.
This follows the harmonic approximation in which all calcula-
tions are performed at a fixed equilibrium volume. To investigate
the isobaric behavior, i.e. the constant pressure case (p = 0), the
quasi-harmonic approximation can be applied in which the min-
imum of the free energy for different volumes is determined at
given temperatures. Therefore, all properties like the migration
energy should be calculated at constant pressure (Eq. 13). The
influence of the change between constant volume and constant
pressure case on the electronic migration energy at zero temper-
ature ∆E0

el is small (±0.015 eV), and the exponential factor varies
below ±20% at 900 K (compare Table 1 and 2). As phonon
calculations are computationally demanding it is commonly as-
sumed that the change in vibrational entropy with changing vol-
ume,

(
∂Svib
∂V

)
T

, is similar in defect-free bulk, the defective cell in

the initial state and in the transition state.93,94 Starting from the
equilibrium volume V0, the entropy of migration for p = 0 is given
according to Grieshammer et al.17

∆Svib (p,T ) = ∆Svib (V (p,T ) ,T )

= ∆Svib (V0,T )+
∫ VIS(p,T )+∆V

VIS(p,T )

(
∂Svib
∂V

)bulk

T
dV

= ∆Svib (V0,T )+αV BT ·∆V, (21)

with the change in volume between transition state and ini-
tial state at constant pressure ∆V = VTS (p = 0,T )−VIS (p = 0,T )
which is assumed to be independent of temperature. Alterna-
tively, the change in pressure between transition state and initial
state at constant volume ∆p can be used (see Eq. 22). The volu-
metric thermal expansion coefficient αV and the bulk modulus BT

for bulk ceria were already determined by Grieshammer et al.17

The free vibrational energy of migration ∆Fvib is defined by the
vibrational energy ∆Evib and entropy ∆Svib (see Eq. 9). The free
vibrational energy of migration at zero pressure can then be writ-

Table 2 Electronic migration energies for different migration configura-
tions, changes in volume between transition state and initial state ∆V
and oxygen vacancy attempt frequencies ν0 (p,T ) (Vineyard) at constant
pressure (p = 0) and 900 K

migration ∆E0
el (p,T ) ∆V ν0 (p,T )

edge (eV) (Å3) (s−1)
Ce-Ce 0.602 3.06 7.67 ·1012

Ce-Sm 0.769 3.01 7.52 ·1012

Sm-Sm 1.162 2.64 1.79 ·1013

ten as

∆Fvib (p,T ) = ∆Fvib (V0,T )−T ·αVBT·∆V

= ∆Fvib (V0,T )+T ·αVV ·∆p. (22)

Therewith the generalized Vineyard result (Eq. 20) can be modi-
fied:95

ν0 (p) =
∏
q,i

νq,i
1
M

∏
m, j

νm, j
1
M

exp
(

αVBT∆V
kB

)
. (23)

The same modification applies to the Eyring formula (Eq. 8):

ν0 (p,T ) =
kBT

h
exp

(
−∆Fvib (V0,T )

kBT

)

×exp
(

αVBT∆V
kB

)
. (24)

In Fig. 6 and 7, the attempt frequencies in samarium doped ce-
ria for the relaxed cell volume (p = 0) are shown. We can now
compare the constant volume with the constant pressure case:
The hydrostatic pressure for the constant volume case (V0) re-
sults in a volume compression for the Ce-Ce, Ce-Sm edge and an
expansion for the Sm-Sm edge for the constant pressure case for
both initial state [VIS (p,T )] and transition state [VTS (p,T )]. In
the constant pressure case, the change in volume between transi-
tion state and initial state ∆V is similar for the Ce-Ce and Ce-Sm
edge and slightly smaller for the Sm-Sm edge (see Table 2). The
influence of αV BT ∆V in Eq. 21 on the attempt frequency is sig-
nificant. Minor errors in αVBT are propagated exponentially in
the attempt frequency as shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Thus, the error
of the attempt frequency is larger than 10% above 1500 K. The
attempt frequency at constant pressure increases compared to the
constant volume case by a factor of about five for the Ce-Ce and
Ce-Sm edge and four for the Sm-Sm edge at 900 K. The resulting
attempt frequencies are roughly in the range of the usually as-
sumed values (1012 – 1013 s−1) and similar to experimental Debye
frequencies in ceria which are between 8 ·1012 and 10 ·1012 s−1 ac-
cording to ultrasonic pulse, specific heat and thermal expansion
coefficient measurements.96–99

4.4 Experimental values for pure ceria

Although the Vineyard method directly uses the normal mode
frequencies in the initial and transition state, their resulting ra-
tio defines a frequency that differs from any existing frequency
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Vineyard method at a temperature of 900 K. For comparison also the
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in the real lattice.34 However, the attempt frequency of oxygen
ion jumps can be extracted as an average macroscopic property
based on the temperature dependence of the oxygen ion conduc-
tivity or the oxygen diffusion coefficient. Common experiments
to examine the experimental attempt frequency are therefore di-
rect current measurements (DC), impedance spectroscopy (AC),
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and gas phase analysis
(GPA). Experimental attempt frequencies and oxygen vacancy dif-
fusion coefficients are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 8. Error bars are
calculated based on the scattering of the diffusion coefficient.

SIMS and GPA experiments were used by Floyd101 and Kamiya
et al.103,104 to investigate the oxygen tracer diffusion coefficient
D∗

O2− . The oxygen tracer diffusion coefficient is related to the
oxygen self-diffusion coefficient DO2− by a correlation factor fO2−

according to D∗
O2− = fO2−DO2− . In contrast to the jumps of an oxy-

gen vacancy, the jumps of a tracer ion are correlated, leading to a
smaller mean square displacement for the tracer and a correlation
factor below unity. For vacancy diffusion in a simple cubic lattice
the correlation factor is 0.65 at very low defect concentrations.
Beyond that, the tracer correlation factor is a function of the de-
fect concentration: Increasing vacancy concentrations decrease
the probability of ‘return jumps’ for a tracer atom, the tracer corre-
lation decreases and fO2− increases. In addition, for increasing de-
fect concentration the ion-vacancy interaction increases and the
distribution of conducting ions influences the tracer correlation
factor.3 Therefore, the here used correlation factor ( fO2− = 0.65)
is an approximation.

The oxygen self-diffusion coefficient DO2− is related to the oxy-
gen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient DV••O according to Eq. 3 us-
ing the charge carrier concentration. For pure ceria at oxidizing
conditions, the determination of the concentration is quite diffi-
cult as oxygen vacancies exist due to (extrinsic) impurities, re-
duction and intrinsic disorder. However, many studies point out
a high impurity concentration compared to the intrinsic- (anti-
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Fig. 7 Oxygen vacancy attempt frequency ν0 in pure ceria in harmonic
and quasi-harmonic approximation calculated using the Eyring (lines)
and generalized Vineyard (squares) method at a temperature of 900 K
at constant volume (V = const.) and constant pressure (p = 0).

Frenkel) or reduction-dominated oxygen vacancy concentration
at p(O2) = 0.2 bar for temperatures below 800 ◦C.17,26,106,107 At
higher temperatures, the oxygen vacancy concentration increases
especially due to reduction, though it could only be roughly esti-
mated for experimental samples with unknown impurities. There-
fore, in this work, the charge carrier concentration for all temper-
atures was derived from the purity of the starting materials ac-
cording to literature assuming trivalent impurities100,101,103,104

or, for one sample, from mass spectrographic analysis.102,108 The
error of the charge carrier concentration is estimated to be well
below one order of magnitude. The approximated oxygen va-
cancy concentration varies over two orders of magnitude for sto-
ichiometric ceria (1017 – 1019 cm−3) and is a reason for scatter-
ing of the extracted oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient [see
Fig. 8(a)].

In literature, direct current measurements and impedance spec-
troscopy experiments were used to measure the oxygen ion con-
ductivity.21,100,102,105 In this work, additional impedance spec-
troscopy experiments were performed (see Appendix). Using the
charge carrier concentration, the conductivity can be converted
into the ‘conductivity’ diffusion coefficient or charge diffusion
coefficient of the oxygen ions D

σ ,O2− , which is defined accord-
ing to the classical Nernst-Einstein equation (Eq. 1). It should
be noted that D

σ ,O2− has the dimensions of a diffusion coeffi-
cient but is not defined by Fick’s first law. Conductivity and
tracer diffusion coefficients can be compared using the Haven Ra-
tio HR = D∗

O2−/D
σ ,O2− .3,109 Only for non-interacting defects the

Haven Ratio is equal to the tracer correlation factor. Otherwise, a
thermodynamic factor has to be considered, which was neglected
in this work. Based on this assumption, the conductivity diffu-
sion coefficient D

σ ,O2− can be converted in the oxygen vacancy
self-diffusion coefficient DV••O according to Eq. 3 using again the
charge carrier concentration.

Experimental attempt frequencies νexp,V••O and activation en-
thalpies ∆Ha can be extracted as an average macroscopic property
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Table 3 Experimental oxygen vacancy attempt frequency νexp,V••O
of pure ceria for polycrystalline samples (poly) and single crystals (sc) calculated

based on impedance spectroscopy (AC), direct current (DC), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and gas phase analysis (GPA) measurements.
The number of charge carriers is based on the purity (hp = high, lp = low) of the starting material or the non-stoichiometry for [a] CeO1.992 and [b]
CeO1.96. The error of the attempt frequency is given according to the linear regression.

source crystallinity method domain T (◦C) νexp,V••O
(s−1)

this work poly AC bulk 227−733 (9±2) ·1014

Wang et al. 100 polyhp AC bulk 237−352 (9±4) ·1013

Wang et al. 100 polylp AC bulk 237−596 (8±1) ·1013

Floyd 101 sc GPA bulk 836−1151 (2±3) ·1015

Brugner et al. 102 sc, poly DC bulk, total 1200−1500 (6.7±0.8) ·1019

Wang et al. 100 polyhp AC, DC total 621−847 5.2 ·1021

Wang et al. 100 polylp AC, DC total 507−891 4.9 ·1017

Kamiya et al. 103 poly SIMS total 1095−1297 (1.6±0.9) ·1020

Kamiya et al. 103 poly SIMS total 797−895 (3±5) ·1014

Kamiya et al. 104 poly GPA total 1094−1296 (3±2) ·1022

Tuller et al. 21 sc[a] AC, DC bulk 200−1150 2.3 ·1013

Naik et al. 105 poly[b] DC total 1030−1330 (1.1±0.2) ·1013

from the Arrhenius behavior of the oxygen vacancy self-diffusion
coefficient DV••O according to Eq. 2 for a known jump distance and
geometrical factor (Eq. 1). Surprisingly, the experimental attempt
frequency for pure ceria varies vastly between 1013 – 1022 s−1 (Ta-
ble 3). In the following section, we will explain that all experi-
ments are probably based on the same elemental frequency for a
jump process.

4.5 Reasons for scattering of the experimental attempt fre-
quency

The vast scattering of the experimental attempt frequency is
caused by measurement technique, sample properties and tem-
perature range.

Minor influences of the measurement technique include measur-
ing inaccuracies, different experimental methods for either tracer
diffusion or conductivity and the conversion of D∗

O2− and D
σ ,O2− to

the oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient. Measuring inaccu-
racies are assumed to be small, especially since the experimental
attempt frequency is extrapolated from measurements at several
temperatures. Oxygen tracer diffusion coefficients and conduc-
tivities from different experiments differ due to diverse oxygen
vacancy concentrations: The oxygen tracer diffusion coefficients
of SIMS and GPA measurements for pure ceria vary about one
order of magnitude.101,103,104 The ionic conductivities measured
in the present work and literature vary up to two orders of mag-
nitude.100,102,105 However, similar results for one sample are ex-
pected using different experimental methods. For example, Tuller
et al.21 observed the same ionic conductivity for single crystals
using impedance spectroscopy and direct current measurements.
To compare the different experiments the charge carrier concen-
tration has to be approximated, which is a reason for scattering of
the oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient. Furthermore, D∗

O2−

and D
σ ,O2− are compared, thereby approximating values for the

tracer correlation factor and the thermodynamic factor. For Gd
doped ceria single crystals, where the charge carrier concentra-
tion is well defined, Ruiz-Trejo et al.110 reported a tracer diffu-
sion coefficient based on SIMS measurements one order of mag-
nitude smaller than the conductivity diffusion coefficient. Here,
the Haven Ratio is one order of magnitude smaller due to the

thermodynamic factor. In the related fluorite structure, 9.5 mol%
single crystal yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), Manning et al.111

reported a Haven Ratio of 0.33 for low and 0.48 for high tem-
perature. Both examples give a lower product of tracer correla-
tion factor and thermodynamic factor than assumed in this work,
though this is expected for high defect concentrations. In this
case, the Haven Ratio changes by a factor smaller than two due
to the thermodynamic factor. For small defects concentrations as
in pure ceria, the tracer correlation factor of 0.65 may be a good
choice. Therefore, the conversion of D∗

O2− and D
σ ,O2− to the oxy-

gen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient has probably only a minor
impact on the scattering of the experimental attempt frequency.

To validate the different macroscopic experimental techniques,
the diffusion coefficients can be compared to microscopic nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements. Avila-Paredes
et al.112,113 measured the oxygen transport in Ce0.95Sc0.05O1.975

using the bulk conductivity relaxation frequency from impedance
spectroscopy measurements as well as the temperature depen-
dence of 45Sc magic-angle-spinning NMR line shapes. The result-
ing prefactors from the extrapolation of the oxygen vacancy hop-
ping frequencies are similar for both impedance with (4.6±0.1) ·
1013 s−1 and NMR measurements with (4.3±1.1) ·1013 s−1. Fuda
et al.114 examined lightly Y doped ceria (0.02 – 0.6 mol% Y2O3)
using NMR. They found the correlation times of the vacancy mo-
tion to be essentially independent of dopant fraction. The re-
sulting prefactor from the extrapolation of the oxygen vacancy
hopping frequency is (2.8± 0.3) · 1012 s−1. The nanocrystalline
samples that are examined by Fuda et al.114 feature a large grain
boundary effect, while NMR measurements can give bulk prop-
erties for polycrystalline samples due to the low grain boundary
volume as in the case of Avila-Paredes et al.112,113 Both NMR
results fit well with the calculated attempt frequencies for pure
ceria.

A major influence on the macroscopic experimental attempt
frequency are sample properties which include the mentioned di-
verse oxygen vacancy concentrations, the macroscopic structure
composed of bulk and grain boundaries and different impurities.
In this work, all calculations were performed in the bulk do-
main. In order to allow a better comparison of the calculated at-
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Fig. 8 Experimental (a) oxygen vacancy diffusion coefficients and (b) resulting attempt frequencies of pure ceria using bulk 100 and total 21,101–105

domain. Though experimental attempt frequencies vary over several orders of magnitude, all experiments are probably based on the same elemental
frequency for a jump process.

tempt frequency with experimental values, single crystals should
be used or bulk properties from polycrystalline samples should
be extracted. Otherwise, the total conductivity or diffusion could
result from the contribution of the bulk (grain, lattice) and the
grain boundary domain. Impedance spectroscopy is an important
tool to separate both contributions and has been extensively used
on pure21,100 and samarium doped ceria.115–120 However, only
a few authors specify the bulk ionic conductivity separately. Well
known is the relation between bulk and grain boundary conduc-
tivity for rare-earth doped ceria: Zhan et al.118 and Bellino et
al.115 separated the bulk, grain boundary and total conductivity
of Sm and Y doped ceria showing a bulk conductivity that is larger
than both grain boundary and total conductivity. The resulting
experimental attempt frequency for the bulk is however only a
fraction (0.8–0.005) compared to the experimental attempt fre-
quency of the total domain caused by higher activation enthalpies
for the total domain. For pure ceria, Wang et al.100 measured
bulk conductivities orders of magnitude larger than the total con-
ductivity with an activation enthalpy lower than for the total do-
main. In fact, Figure 8 and Table 3 show, for most stoichiomet-
ric ceria measurements, higher ∆Ha and higher νexp,V••O for the
total domain compared to the bulk. While the experimental at-
tempt frequencies for the bulk domain fit well with the calculated
attempt frequencies for pure ceria, the attempt frequencies for
the total domain are significantly higher. However, Brugner et
al.102 reported the same conductivity for polycrystalline samples
and single crystals resulting in the same experimental attempt fre-
quency though compared to other bulk measurements νexp,V••O is
very large here. Furthermore, it has been shown that the con-
tribution from the grain boundaries to the total resistivity dimin-
ishes at high temperature.121 Therefore, also attempt frequencies
for the total domain are shown included in Fig. 8.

Beyond the macroscopic structure, even small amounts of im-
purities that associate with oxygen vacancies, e.g. small rare-
earth cations, can increase the activation enthalpy. While the

impact on the oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient at inter-
mediate temperatures might be small, different impurities may
lead to different activation enthalpies, which would significantly
influence the experimental attempt frequency. Therefore, we per-
formed kinetic Monte Carlo simulations similarly to an earlier
work20 between 500 and 800 ◦C without considering changes in
the jump attempt frequency or the existence of polarons. For all
jumps the calculated jump attempt frequency (1.47 ·1012 s−1) was
applied and in pure ceria a migration energy of 0.47 eV was used.
Subsequently, the conductivity was fitted according to Eq. 2. In
contrast to CeO1.99995, where ∆Ha and νexp,V••O are similar to the
input values, for Ce0.999Sc0.001O1.9995 the apparent activation en-
thalpy (1 eV) and attempt frequency (1.54 · 1014 s−1) increase
significantly, while the oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient
decreases up to two orders of magnitude. This effect can only
be observed for dopants with strong association between dopant
and oxygen vacancy. For lightly Sm or La doped ceria, no signifi-
cant influence on oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient, activa-
tion enthalpy and attempt frequency can be observed. Therefore,
different impurities can significantly influence the experimental
attempt frequency. Experimentally, this can be seen e.g. in the
conductivity measurements by Wang et al.100

Finally, the macroscopic experimental attempt frequency is in-
fluenced by the measured temperature range due to the above-
discussed influences. While the conductivity and the oxygen
tracer diffusion coefficient are continuous with temperature,
the activation enthalpy may change for different temperature
regimes. This leads to kinks in the oxygen vacancy self-diffusion
coefficient and jumps in the experimental attempt frequency
if a constant charge carrier concentration is assumed. Two
types of kinks are well known in literature: For a change from
a low-temperature region dominated by impurities to a high-
temperature region dominated by reduction, the activation en-
thalpy increases abruptly for higher temperatures. As the num-
ber of oxygen vacancies created by reduction (or intrinsic dis-
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order) increases with temperature, their concentration may ex-
ceed the number of defects created by impurities. Defects cre-
ated by reduction and intrinsic defects have to be formed lead-
ing to an increase in activation enthalpy.1,103 Actually, Kamiya
et al.103 reported for low temperature an experimental attempt
frequency orders of magnitude lower than for high temperature
indicating a change from an impurity- to a reduction-dominated
regime. It shall be mentioned that Kamiya et al. measured pen-
etration depths for low temperature similar to the grain size of
pure ceria, which might lead to bulk dominated properties while
at high temperatures the penetration depths are orders of mag-
nitude higher.122 Therefore, the change in attempt frequency of
six orders of magnitude results from both the change in bulk and
grain boundary dominated regime as well as the defect chemistry
transition. Ideally, for investigating reduction-dominated regions,
the change in the charge carrier concentration should be included
in the oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient, which might lead
to similar experimental attempt frequencies at both temperature
regimes.

The second type of kink is a decrease in activation enthalpy for
higher temperatures caused by a change in the diffusion behav-
ior for different temperatures, especially for non-stoichiometric
or doped ceria.115,121,123–125 Zhan et al.118 described a criti-
cal curvature temperature Tb for Sm doped ceria. Below this
temperature, oxygen vacancies are trapped by samarium ions[
Sm

′

Ce−V••O
]
. Therefore, ∆Ha is the sum of the ‘migration

enthalpy’ of the oxygen ions and the association enthalpy of[
Sm

′

Ce−V••O
]

while at higher temperature ∆Ha is equivalent to

the ‘migration enthalpy’ of the oxygen ions. This causes a kink in
the ionic conductivity in the Arrhenius plot leading to lower acti-
vation enthalpies and prefactors at high temperatures. This kink
can be reproduced using kinetic Monte Carlo simulation although
further influences on the activation enthalpy are given.20,126 For
another perspective on this effect, Zhan et al. assume that the
concentration of the oxygen vacancies depends on the associa-
tion enthalpy of the forming

[
Sm

′

Ce−V••O
]

defect complexes at

low temperature while at T > T b the concentration of oxygen
vacancies is set by the dopant fraction, as all oxygen vacan-
cies are free. Taking into consideration that the association re-
duces the oxygen vacancy concentration, this could lead to the
same attempt frequencies at low and high temperatures. There-
fore, the experimental attempt frequency can only be extracted
above the critical curvature temperature if the degree of associ-
ation is unknown. We examined this effect using kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations similar to an earlier work20 without consider-
ing changes in the jump attempt frequency. Although Zhan et
al. investigate highly doped ceria, the kinetic Monte Carlo sim-
ulations show this effect for Sc doped ceria for dopant fractions
as low as Ce0.99998Sc0.00002O1.99999 around Tb = 800 ◦C. For the
above-mentioned Ce0.999Sc0.001O1.9995, apparent activation en-
thalpy (0.67 eV) and attempt frequency (4.65 ·1012 s−1) decrease
again for conductivities fitted between 1100 and 1300 ◦C. There-
fore, a change in the diffusion behavior can change the experi-
mental attempt frequency by two orders of magnitude. However,
impedance measurements of the bulk domain in pure ceria are

commonly limited to low temperatures due to a restricted fre-
quency range.

Obviously, measurements of non-stoichiometric ceria might
lead to different results as the presence of polarons changes the
diffusion behavior. In fact, the smallest activation enthalpies in
this work are the ones measured by Tuller et al.21 and Naik et
al.105 [see Fig. 8(b)].

In summary, differences in measurement technique, sample
properties or investigated temperature range change the oxygen
self-diffusion coefficient by about two orders of magnitude at in-
termediate temperature [see Fig. 8(a)]. The vast scattering of
the experimental attempt frequency in the range of nine orders
of magnitude is caused by a change in activation enthalpy. Es-
pecially different contributions of bulk and grain boundary do-
main to the total conductivity or diffusion, different impurities, a
change from an impurity- to a reduction-dominated regime and
a change in the diffusion behavior can lead to significant changes
in the activation enthalpy. A closer examination shows a clear de-
pendence of the experimental attempt frequency on the activation
enthalpy [Fig. 8(b)]. As diffusion coefficients are extrapolated to
infinite temperature to obtain experimental attempt frequencies,
larger activation enthalpies lead obviously to larger attempt fre-
quencies. If now the oxygen tracer diffusion coefficient is iden-
tical for all measurements at a specific temperature, the relation
between experimental attempt frequency and activation enthalpy
is given by

DV••O = l2 ·νexp,V••O · exp
(
−∆Ha

kBT

)
. (25)

All oxygen vacancy diffusion coefficients were fitted according to
Arrhenius (Eq. 2). Using the resulting activation enthalpies and
experimental attempt frequencies, an average oxygen vacancy
diffusion coefficient at 1600 K was fitted (Eq. 25). Here, 1600 K
showed the best agreement for all measurements. Figure 8(a) al-
ready shows that all DV••O can be described as a function of νexp,V••O
and ∆Ha using an average oxygen vacancy diffusion coefficient at
1600 K. This is even true for non-stoichiometric ceria. An excep-
tion is the measurement of Wang et al. of the total domain for
the high purity sample, probably due to the large grain bound-
ary contributions at low temperature measurements.100 The good
correlation of Eq. 25 in Fig. 8(b) is not surprising since it fol-
lows the classical rule ∆S = ∆H

Tc
+ b with the constants Tc and

b. A linear relationship between activation enthalpy and activa-
tion entropy has been found in physical, chemical and biological
processes.127,128 The enthalpy-entropy relation is in literature re-
ferred to as compensation rule or Meyer-Neldel rule.129 The addi-
tional term ‘isokinetic relation’ refers to the common intersection
point in an Arrhenius plot as shown in Fig. 8(a). Many investi-
gations present an empirical relationship in experiments. How-
ever, e.g. Kemeny and Mahanti show that activation enthalpy and
entropy are proportional to the number of vibrational degrees of
freedom for electronic charge transport using a quadratic general-
ization of Holstein’s one-dimensional linear polaron theory.130 As
the compensation rule applies to a series of closely related chem-
ical reactions, we conclude that all presented measurements are
linked and assume that a change in the activation enthalpy deter-
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mines the experimental activation entropy. Therefore, it may be
still possible that all experiments are based on the same elemental
frequency for a jump process, which is similar to the calculated
attempt frequency. Changes in the activation enthalpy are caused
by grain boundary contributions for the total domain, measure-
ments of reduction-dominated regions or the association of oxy-
gen vacancies and impurities as recapitulated in the following:

Samples of low purity exhibit a smaller experimental bulk at-
tempt frequency than predicted by the fit (Eq. 25). This indicates
that the charge carrier concentration may be overestimated for
these samples.

The total domain indeed has similar oxygen vacancy self-
diffusion coefficients compared to bulk measurements; however,
most experiments show a higher activation enthalpy leading to
higher experimental attempt frequencies obviously due to the
grain boundary contribution.100

High concentrations of impurities that associate with the oxy-
gen vacancies lead to a significant increase in activation enthalpy
and experimental attempt frequency especially at low temper-
atures where dopants and oxygen vacancies possibly associate.
This can be seen by comparing measurements from this work with
the bulk domain of Wang et al.100

With increasing temperature the charge carrier concentration
increases, one example is given by Kamiya et al.103 whose low-
temperature regime might show bulk dominated properties in-
dicated by the low experimental attempt frequency. Brugner et
al.102 show similar high νexp,V••O and ∆Ha at high temperature for
both single crystals and polycrystalline samples indicating that at
high temperatures a reduction-dominated region exists. In this
work, a constant charge carrier concentration was used, leading
for a reduction-dominated region to an overestimated increase in
oxygen vacancy self-diffusion coefficient. Consequently, the re-
sulting experimental attempt frequency is too high.

The example of pure ceria emphasizes the difficulties in mea-
suring the experimental attempt frequency. While calculations are
often performed in defect-poor (or periodic) materials, creating
these materials experimentally is challenging. Here, the experi-
mental bulk attempt frequencies for stoichiometric ceria are the
best values for comparison and indeed agree with the calculated
attempt frequency.

4.6 Experimental values for doped ceria

For the bulk of Sm and Y doped ceria,115,118,131,132 a similar
fit of the macroscopic, experimental attempt frequencies using
Eqs. 1 and 2 would lead to an increase in the experimental at-
tempt frequency with increasing dopant fraction. Here, overesti-
mated attempt frequencies for small dopant fractions131,132 were
neglected due to an unknown number of charge carriers because
of additional impurities.

However, despite the considerations above, comparing the at-
tempt frequency for doped ceria is more difficult, since we cannot
use the classical Einstein equation (Eq. 1) as there are many de-
fects, which will interact. Moreover, in doped ceria, a variety
of possible defect configurations exists leading to a distribution
of different jump environments with a distribution of migration

energies and possibly different local attempt frequencies. In con-
trast, in experiments, the linear interpolation of the conductivity
with temperature in the Arrhenius plot gives only a single value
for the attempt frequency and for the activation enthalpy. Com-
paring a single fit value with the actually present distribution is
not trivial. Beyond that, the apparent value of the attempt fre-
quency obtained by fitting is directly influenced by the distribu-
tion of migration energies.

This dependency can be shown in a simple model: We consider
a highly ordered, fluorite structured crystal, half of the migra-
tion energies are 0.5 eV and the other half is larger by a value
b. Both jump environments appear alternating. Now we let a
single oxygen vacancy jump through the crystal. Each jump has
the same attempt frequency. To simulate the ionic conductivity
we can use kinetic Monte Carlo simulations according to previ-
ous calculations.20,126 In Fig. 9(a), the oxygen ion conductivity
for the simple model was calculated between 500 and 700 K for
different b-values. All linear regressions of the simulated conduc-
tivities, naively based on Eqs. 1 and 2, show a good fit.

The fit parameters are the apparent attempt frequency and the
apparent activation enthalpy shown in Fig. 9(b,c). The result-
ing activation enthalpy is about 0.5 eV+ b. Therefore, the ac-
tivation enthalpy is strongly influenced by the higher migration
energy. Although we always use the same attempt frequency in
the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, the apparent attempt fre-
quency increases for higher migration energies. For high b-values
only the higher migration energy determines the ionic conduc-
tivity and the lower migration barrier is passed in a considerably
small amount of time. Therefore, the covered distance is doubled,
which appears here in the doubled attempt frequency. The effect
is already mentioned in literature. Wang et al.100 explains the
increase in pre-exponential factor for high dopant fractions with
the migration distance after each rate-controlling jump, which in-
creases beyond the lattice jump distance of the oxygen vacancy.
This simple example shows that the experimental attempt fre-
quency is strongly influenced by the distribution of migration en-
ergies.

Therefore, we have to perform kinetic Monte Carlo simula-
tions, which include different attempt frequencies for different
ionic configurations, to compare calculated attempt frequencies
with experimental attempt frequencies for doped ceria. For Sm
doped ceria and the calculated configuration-dependent attempt
frequencies, we will report on kinetic Monte Carlo simulations in
a subsequent paper.

5 Conclusion
We calculated the attempt frequency for an oxygen ion jump
in pure and Sm doped ceria. The convergence of the phonon
mesh was shown pointing out that the common reduction to the
Gamma point is not sufficient to calculate the attempt frequency.
The resulting attempt frequency for the constant volume case
in harmonic approximation

(
1.47 ·1012 s−1) and constant pres-

sure case in quasi-harmonic approximation
(
7.67 ·1012 s−1) for

pure ceria at 900 K is in agreement with common literature esti-
mates and experiments. Experimental attempt frequencies scatter
within several orders of magnitude while they are probably based
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Fig. 9 The (a) ionic conductivity for the simple model and regression according to Eqs. 1 and 2. The fit parameters are the (b) apparent oxygen
vacancy attempt frequency and (c) the apparent activation enthalpy.

on the same elemental frequency for a jump process. The calcu-
lated attempt frequency is unaffected by doping with a single Sm
ion at the migration edge while a Sm-Sm edge exhibits a signif-
icantly larger attempt frequency. Calculated attempt frequencies
of doped ceria should only be compared with experimental at-
tempt frequencies by performing kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
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Appendix: Experimental Details

Samples were prepared by dissolving cerium (III) nitrate hexahy-
drate (99.9%, Chempur) and citric acid (VWR International, 2.5
equivalent) in water. During mixing for several hours at 50 ◦C
the sol-gel transformation occurred. The temperature was in-
creased to 350 ◦C where the produced foam was dried for three
hours and subsequently calcined for four hours at 1000 ◦C. The
calcined powder was dry milled in a planetary mill, uniaxially
pressed to disks (10 mm in diameter and 2 mm thick) and sin-
tered in air at 1400 ◦C for 24 hours. The composition was success-
fully verified using X-Ray diffraction (Theta-Theta diffractometer,
STOE, Darmstadt, Germany). Density measurements according
to the Archimedes method gave high densities around 98% of the
theoretical value. For impedance measurements, samples were
coated with platinum paste and connected with platinum wire.
Impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed in air us-
ing a two-point geometry (Solatron 1260) with frequencies be-
tween 107 and 7 · 10−2 Hz. The bulk semicircle was identified

according to literature.100 The depressed bulk semicircle in the
complex impedance plot was analyzed using an equivalent circuit
composed of an RQ-element with the constant phase element Q.
The ionic conductivity was calculated according to σ = d

AR with
the sample thickness d and the area A.
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